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Stars, Gas, and SFR in Galaxies at Redshift z~0
The position of a galaxy in the SFR—M★ plane depends on:
Galaxies grow on the “star formation main sequence” (MS), SFR is mainly driven by their
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Molecular Gas Depletion Time

What regulates the HI—H2 Transition?

HI and SFR maps
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for 70 nearby galaxies
at 200—1000 pc
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What regulates the HI—H2 Transition?
Text of 70 nearby galaxies with diverse properties: ‘Consistent’ local metallicities:
Sample

Schruba, Bialy, Sternberg 2018a
Reference

Saturation of HI Columns and Metallicity
Measure the HI columns as function of the total gas column and metallicity.
(molecular column estimated by H2 = SFR * 2 Gyr)

Saturation of HI column densities (and thus HI—H2 transition) scales with metallicity,
max(NHI) ~ 1/Z, as expected by shielding-based theories (eg, Krumholz+09, Sternberg+14)
Schruba, Bialy, Sternberg 2018a, see also Schaye’04, Wong+13

HI—H2 Transition Scales with Shielding
HI—H2 transition scales inversely with metallicity as expected by shielding-based theories.

HI—H2 transition
for low-mass dwarfs
unresolved at 200pc

xCOLD GASS: Saintonge+17; xGASS: Catinella+18

5x decrease in Z,
5x increase in max(NHI)

Schruba, Bialy, Sternberg 2018a, see also Schaye’04, Wong+13

How efficient is (molecular) gas converted to stars?
Text
Surveys
of CO emission at ~50pc scale give access to molecular gas (cloud) properties:
surface density (Σ), velocity dispersion (σ), virial parameter (α) that may drive SFR / MH2

What is the structure and
dynamical state of H2
gas?

Reference

Phangs-ALMA CO Survey
ALMA CO survey of 74+6 nearby star-forming galaxies at ~1 arcsec ~40-80pc resolution.
Provides cloud-scale atlas of molecular gas structure and kinematics in galactic context.

Survey paper: Leroy, Schruba & Phangs (in prep)

http://phangs.org

Phangs-ALMA CO Survey
ALMA CO survey of 74+6 nearby star-forming galaxies at ~1 arcsec ~40-80pc resolution.
Provides cloud-scale atlas of molecular gas structure and kinematics in galactic context.
Phangs-ALMA Targets
Phangs-ALMA Pilot

Survey paper: Leroy, Schruba & Phangs (in prep)

http://phangs.org

Phangs-ALMA CO Survey – Pilot Sample

Figure: Sun, Schruba & Phangs 18

http://phangs.org

Phangs-ALMA CO Survey – Pilot Sample
Surface Density

Figure: Sun, Schruba & Phangs 18

Velocity Dispersion

http://phangs.org

Dynamical State of Molecular Gas
Phangs ALMA CO maps provides cloud-scale atlas of molecular gas structure (Σ, σ) and
kinematics (M, Ekin, Epot) in galactic context; they vary with galactic environment.

?

Sun, Schruba & Phangs+18

Decomposition of Dame
Galactic Plane CO Survey
(Mivilles-Deschenes+17)

Molecular gas near energy equipartition in molecular-dominated environments but …
… excess kinetic energy in low-density regions (eg M31, M33, MW solar neighborhood)

Cloud-scale CO Surveys pre Phangs-ALMA
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Dynamical State of Molecular Gas

Virial parameter expected for
GMCs incl external pressure

The mass-weighted average virial parameter for cloud populations in the Milky Way
and seven nearby galaxies.

One point:
Mass-weighted
average cloud
virial parameter
for cloud sample
Observed virial parameter of GMCs

Molecular gas in pressure-bound virial equilibrium in diffuse, atomic-dominated parts.
Schruba, Kruijssen, Leroy 18b (ApJ subm), see also Meidt, Schruba & Phangs 18

Dynamical State of Molecular Gas
The dynamical state of molecular clouds depends on environment…

Phangs-ALMA Targets
Phangs-ALMA Pilot

High column clouds in
H2-dominated regions
in energy equipartition
(obs virial param ~1-2)
Low column clouds in
HI-dominated regions
in pressure equilibrium
(obs virial param ~2-10)

Schruba, Kruijssen, Leroy 18b (ApJ subm)

How efficient is (molecular) gas converted to stars?
The dynamical state of molecular clouds depends on environment…
...how is SFR/MH2 driven by cloud-scale (dynamical) properties?
Phangs-ALMA Targets
Phangs-ALMA Pilot

Is SFR/MH2 driven by
cloud-scale dynamics?

Schruba, Kruijssen, Leroy 18b (ApJ subm)

SFR/MH2 per Free-fall Time – Analytic Models

Threshold for Collapse

Turbulence regulated star formation models predict SFR/MH2 from cloud-scale properties:
virial parameter (α), Mach number (ℳ), turbulence driving (b), and mag field strength (β)

Gas Density

SFR = Mgas / tdep

SFR = εff Mgas / tff

Models by, eg, Krumholz & McKee 05; Padoan & Nordlund 11; Hennebelle & Chabrier 11; Federrath & Klessen 12

Cloud-Scale Gas Properties – Measurements
Comparing the mass-weighted average state of the gas at high physical resolution and
correlate it with the balance between star formation and gas observed on larger scales
(capturing time-averaged cycling).

large-scale measurement
of SFR, Mgas, tdep at ~1kpc
depicting equilibrium

SFR / Mgas = tdep
Figure: Utomo, Schruba & Phangs 18 (on arXiv today)

cloud-scale measurement
of Σ, tff, tcross at ~100pc
weighted by luminosity

SFR / Mgas = εff / tff

Cloud-Scale Gas Properties and Star Formation (M51)

large-scale measurement

Comparing the mass-weighted average state of the gas at high physical resolution and
correlate it with the balance between star formation and gas observed on larger scales
(capturing time-averaged cycling).

Mass-weighted cloud-scale measurement
Leroy, Schruba & Phangs 18

SFR = εff Mgas / tff with tff ~ (Σ/h)-0.5

SFR/MH2 per Free-fall Time – Observations #1

Utomo, Schruba & Phangs 18 (on arXiv today)

Disk-average
εff ~ 0.5-1 %

HI-disks

H2-Disks

Central-disks

With an estimate for the line of sight depth, we can infer the free-fall time at 120 pc
resolution and compare to moderate-scale (1.3 kpc) depletion time estimates. This is
directly related to the efficiency per free-fall time.

Systematic
regional
variations

SFR = εff Mgas / tff with tff ~ (Σ/h)-0.5

SFR/MH2 per Free-fall Time – Observations #2

εff = tdyn / tdep

The efficiency per free-fall time shows ~1 dex variation within and among galaxies,
the normalization (and trend) not well reproduced by analytic star formation models.

Schruba, Kruijssen, Leroy 18b (ApJ subm)

HI-disks
H2-Disks
Centraldisks

One point:
Mass-weighted
average cloud
virial parameter
for cloud sample

Virial Parameter
SFR = εff Mgas / tff with tff ~ (M/R3)-0.5

SFR/MH2 per Free-fall Time – Observations #2
The efficiency per free-fall time shows ~1 dex variation within and among galaxies,
the normalization (and trend) not well reproduced by analytic star formation models.
Vary Turbulent Driving (b)

Vary mag field strength (β)

εff = tdyn / tdep

Vary Mach Number (ℳ)

Virial Parameter
Models do not recover dynamic range of observations for plausible range in Mach number,
turbulence driving, and magnetic field strength (same applies to multi free-fall versions).
Schruba, Kruijssen, Leroy 18b (ApJ subm)

SFR = εff Mgas / tff with tff ~ (M/R3)-0.5

Is SFR/MH2 Regulated by Cloud Properties?
Preliminary answer: SFR/MH2 scales with boundedness = 1/αvir but free-fall time at cloudscale doesn’t improve correlation. Mis-match of star formation models and observations.
Phangs-ALMA Targets
Phangs-ALMA Pilot

Self-virialized clouds
(obs virial param ~1-2)
εff ~ 0.5—1 % in H2 disk
εff < 0.5 % in centers
Pressurized clouds
(obs virial param ~2-10)
εff > 1 % in HI disk

Schruba, Kruijssen, Leroy 18b (ApJ subm)

Physical Processes that Regulate Star Formation in Galaxies
The position of a galaxy in the SFR—M★ plane depends on:
New cloud-scale ISM surveys
Phangs-ALMA and with VLA
(Leroy, Schruba & Phangs, in prep)

Availability of star-forming gas?
HI—H2 transition scales ~1/Z
as in shielding-based theories

Virial parameter expected for
GMCs incl external pressure

What is its dynamical state?
Molecular gas in pressurebound virial equilibrium
(Schruba, Kruijssen, Leroy subm;
Sun, Schruba & Phangs 2018)

Efficiency of star formation?
tdep and εff scale with αvir
mis-match with models
Observed virial parameter of GMCs

(Schruba, Kruijssen, Leroy subm;
Utomo, Schruba & Phangs on arXiv today)

SFE per free-fall time (εff)

(Schruba, Bialy, Sternberg 2018a)

Virial Parameter (αvir)

